DELIA SCHOOL OF CANADA
LAPTOP OWNERSHIP PROGRAM 2015
For Grades 4 - 12 Students
http://www.hknotebook.com/dsc2015

01 Special Offer
Instant DSC Special Offer

02 On-campus Support
3-year On-campus Warranty

03 Protective Package
Protective Package with Special Price

04 Software & Accessories
Get Software & Accessories with Special Prices

13-inch MacBook Air
- 128GB
  1.6GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor
  Turbo Boost up to 2.7GHz
  Intel HD Graphics 6000
  4GB memory
  128GB PCIe-based flash storage
  SRP: HK$ 7,488
  DSC Offer: HK$ 6,805

- 256GB
  1.6GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor
  Turbo Boost up to 2.7GHz
  Intel HD Graphics 6000
  4GB memory
  256GB PCIe-based flash storage
  SRP: HK$ 8,988
  DSC Offer: HK$ 8,245

13-inch MacBook Pro with Retina display
- 128GB
  2.7GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor
  Turbo Boost up to 3.1GHz
  8GB 1866MHz LPDDR3 memory
  128GB PCIe-based flash storage
  Intel Iris Graphics 6100
  Built-in battery (10 hours)
  Force Touch trackpad
  SRP: HK$ 9,988
  DSC Offer: HK$ 8,865

- 256GB
  2.7GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor
  Turbo Boost up to 3.1GHz
  8GB 1866MHz LPDDR3 memory
  256GB PCIe-based flash storage
  Intel Iris Graphics 6100
  Built-in battery (10 hours)
  Force Touch trackpad
  SRP: HK$ 11,488
  DSC Offer: HK$ 10,260

- 512GB
  2.9GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor
  Turbo Boost up to 3.3GHz
  8GB 1866MHz LPDDR3 memory
  512GB PCIe-based flash storage
  Intel Iris Graphics 6100
  Built-in battery (10 hours)
  Force Touch trackpad
  SRP: HK$ 13,888
  DSC Offer: HK$ 12,565

02 Customized AppleCare Protection Plan

3-YEAR Compulsory On-Campus Warranty
On-campus hardware warranty service
Spare laptop loaning service
Hardware and software technical consultancy hotline
DSC Offer: HK$ 1,568

3-YEAR Optional Accidental Damage Protection (ADP)
In the event of the accidental loss or damage to the protected laptop computer during the period of protection plan, the insured will be indemnified for the cost of replacement or repair of the protected laptop computer, subject to the amount of the sum protected.
For MacBook Air / MacBook Pro with Retina Display (128GB)
DSC Offer: HK$ 1,729

For MacBook Pro with Retina Display (256GB / 512GB)
DSC Offer: HK$ 2,093

Ordering Method ➤ Online Ordering (supports online credit card payment) and Order Form Submission
Payment Method ➤ Credit Card (VISA / MasterCard / UnionPay), EPS, Cheque and 12-month Installment

1 SRP: Suggested Retail Price
Apple and Mac are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. | Multi-Touch and Retina are trademarks of Apple Inc.
### Protective Package

Package Includes:
- **UNIEA** Hard Shell Case
- **AGORA** Notebook Sleeve
- **AGORA** Screen Guard

**UNIEA** Matte Finishing Hard Shell Case for 13" MacBook Air / MacBook Pro
- Includes Keyboard Cover
- Rubberized Ergonomic Surface
- Feature-Rich Heat Dissipation
- Strong, Two-Piece Construction & Design

**AGORA** Notebook Sleeve for MacBook Air / MacBook Pro
- Easy in, Easy out
- Precision design for perfect fitting. Exquisite craftsmanship and durable material

**AGORA** Screen Guard for MacBook Air / MacBook Pro
- Protecting your display from scratches
- Easily attach directly to the surface of your LCD screen
- Finish reduces glare and reflections caused by natural and artificial lighting
- Touch-Screen Compatible

### Application Software & Accessories

**McAfee Internet Security for Mac (1 User for 3 Years)**

McAfee® Internet Security for Mac is comprehensive protection against hackers, identity theft, phishing scams, malware, viruses and more. It protects you from dangerous websites, letting you explore the web without worry.

SRP: HK$ 499  
DSC Offer: HK$ 298

**Parallels Desktop 10 for Mac**

The #1 choice of Mac users for over 8 years

The easiest, fastest, and most powerful solution for running Windows on Mac without rebooting. The #1 choice of Mac users for over 8 years, with over 5 million copies sold.

SRP: HK$ 598  
DSC Offer: HK$ 398

### Terms & Conditions

Students of Grades 4 to 12 students enrolled at DSC may take advantage of this special offer and purchase a laptop to be used to complete school assignments. The laptop is owned by the student who makes the purchase. The student is responsible for the appropriate use of the technology at home. Each student must purchase on-campus warranty coverage and a McAfee Internet Security for Mac software.

**All Notebook are covered with:**
- 3-year Local On-campus Warranty (HK$1,568)
- 3-year International Carry-in Warranty and 1-year Warranty for Battery.

### WARRANTY, MAINTENANCE AND TROUBLE SHOOTING – APPLE LAPTOPS PURCHASED FROM HELIX

- Current students who purchase the laptop through the school program run by Helix may approach the IT Department Staff for trouble shooting. Once a student leaves the school, they need to contact Helix or Apple directly for warranty issues.

- When a student leaves in their laptop, an IT Technician will investigate the case and see if the issue can be resolved onsite without placing a service call to Helix. If the laptop can be repaired, the technician will assist and the student can take the laptop back to class. If the laptop cannot be fixed on-site or if there is physical damage/hardware malfunction, the IT Technician and student will complete a maintenance form. A copy of the form will be given to the student. The student will, at the same time, be allowed to borrow one of the School’s laptops to use while waiting for his or her unit to be repaired.

- A service call will be placed to Helix and they will come to the School to fix the laptop. When the laptop has been repaired, the student will be notified by email to come to the IT Department to collect the laptop and return the loaned unit. Students will only be able to collect the laptop by submitting the loan until a loan unit was signed out.

- If the customer purchased a 3-year accidental damage protection service, for the repairing laptop, when a charge is incurred, the first HK$1,000 of each and every loss should be borne by the insured.

- Major Exclusion: Any software-related loss, wear and tear, any loss resulting from mechanical or electrical derangement, scratching or denting, breakage of lenses or glass, mysterious disappearance or unexplained loss, and any loss directly or indirectly caused by the insured item being left unattended.